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SPEECH ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
J.e. Tong, G.M. ela~k, J.F. Pat~ick and J.L. Gwythe~, Depa~tment of
Otola~yngology, Unive~sity of Melbou~ne.

Speech sounds are digitized and stored in mass storage units of a
Hewlett Packard computer system. A short-time frequency analysis of the
speech sounds is then performed, and sound spectrographs are displayed on a
Tektronix 4014 terminal. The speech sound~ are also processed using a
digital computer model of hasilar membrane motion, and envelope details of
the cochlear analysis are displayed using the same technique as the sound
spectrograph.

Speech sounds are synthesized by rule using a hardward terminal analog
synthesizer. A digital computer is used to translate a sequence of phonemes
which comprise the speech sound into the control signals required by the
synthesizer.
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A BEHAVIOURAL CONDITIONING TECHNIQUE FOR ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON
CATS
T. Y.C. 'Tong~ C.M. Clark.! ~J.P. Patri.ck and I. Forster.) Department
,J! Ctcla~!Jngolog!', Uydve~sity of Melbou~ne.

An experimental system utilising a Hewlett Packard computer is used
to control the presentation of stimuli and record and analyse animal
responses. It has heen designed so that acoustic or electrical stimulation
can take place.

A conditioned suppression technique is used, and the responses analysed
on the I'asi s of signal detection theory. A further refinement is the use of
telemetry in electrical stimulation. This is carried out with a radio
frequency link which transfers both stimulus information and the power
required by the implanted electronics unit. The use of an external power
source has the advantage that it does not restrict the duration of experiment
ation or require further surgery to renew batteries.
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